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1 Introduction
In this bachelor's thesis, I give a summary of the material I have covered in a
reading course on differential geometry, during a three month period of study
at the University of California, Berkeley, in the summer of 2004. The topics
include smooth manifolds, vector fields, tensors, differential forms, integration
on manifolds (the "differential" part), and Riemannian metrics, connections,
geodesics, curvature and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem (the "geometry" part).

A minimum of background theory is given and only the absolutely necessary
theorems are stated, always without a proof. Books that I have used can be
found in the bibliography. This work consists mainly of worked examples, solu-
tions to problems presented in the books and proofs of some theorems that will
hopefully illuminate some of the abstract concepts of differential geometry.

I want to express my gratitude to UC Berkeley professor Charles C. Pugh for
taking the time of supervising my study in Berkeley, in particular for always
giving me useful suggestions on how to solve the various problems. Furthermore,
I would like to thank my advisor in Groningen, professor Marius van der Put.
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2 Smooth Manifolds and Smooth Maps
Suppose M is a topological space. We say that M is a topological manifold of
dimension n or a topological n-manifold if it has the following properties:

• M is a Hausdorff space: for every pair of points p, q E Al, there are dis-
joint open subsets U, V C M such that p E U and q E V.

• M is second countable: there exists a countable basis for the topology of
M.

• M is locally Euclidean of dimension n: every point of M had a neighbor-
hood that is homeomorphic to an open subset of R'

Let M be a topological n-manifold. A coordinate chart on M is a pair (U, 4)),
where U is an open subset of M and 4): U —* U is a homeomorphism from U to
an open subset of U = q5(U) C RTh. By definition of a topological manifold, each
point p E M is contained in the domain of some chart (U, 4)). Given a chart
(U, 4)), we call the set U a coordinate domain, or a coordinate neighborhood of
each of its points. The map 4) is called a (local) coordinate map, and the com-
ponent funcions (x', ...,x') of 4) , defined by 4)(p) = (x1(p), ...,4)fl(p)), are called
local coordinates on U.

If (U, 4)) and (V, ) are two charts such that U n V 0, the composite map
o4)' : 4)(U fl V) — i(U fl V) is called the transition map from 4) to . Two

charts are said to be smoothly compatible if either U n V 0 or the transitions
map 4)o is a diffeomorphism. A smooth atlas for M is a collection of charts
whose domains cover M and any two charts are compatible with each other.

Let M and N be smooth manifolds, and let F: M — N be any map. We say
that F is a smooth map if for every p E M, there exist smooth charts (U, 4))
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containing p and (V, ) containing F(p) such that F(U) C V and the composite
map oF o is smooth from (U) to i(V).

Example The line with two origins
Let X be the set of all points (x,y) E R2 such that y = ±1, and let M be the
quotient of X by the equivalence relation generated by (x, —1) (x, 1) for all
x 0. Thus M = X/ —i.

M is locally Eudidean, i.e. for each p E M, we can find an open set U M and
M C R such that there exists a homeomorphism : U — U, for in the case of
this manifold we can take 4 = Id and U and U open sets in R. So M is locally
Eucidean. Also, M is second countable, for we can take as countable basis the
open sets B(e), where x, e Q. However, M is not Hausdorif. To see this take
the two points x = (0,1) and y = (0, —1) in M, then x y by the definition of
M. However B(e) n B(€') = (—A, 1) Li (1, A) 0, for arbitrary small A, where
A = min(e, e') We conclude that M is not a topological manifold. The space M
is called line with two origins. 0

2.1 Stereographic Projection
Let N = (O,...,0,1) be the "north pole" in S' C R'', and let S = —N be the
"south pole". Define stereographic projection o' : S'\{N} — R by

(1)

Let 5(x) = —a(—x) for x S'\{S}.

For any x S's, the point a(x) is the point where the line through N and x
intersects the linear subspace where x' = 0, identified with R' in the obvious
way. By congruence of triangles,

tano— a(xi,...,x+i) — (x1,...,x)
— 1 — 1_xn+l
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where denotes the angle between the line and the hyperplane. Hence

1_xn+l

Similarly, & is the point where the line through S and x intersect the same
subspace. (For this reason, ö is cailed stereographic projection from the south
pole.)

The inverse is given by

f1 n 2
—11 n kU,...,U,U —

a (u,...,u)= u2+l
This is seen by the next computation

,' 2u 2u"
( —1\f 1 fl's — ' 1u12+i ' 'OO )t.U U

— u 2_i
U 2+1

j 2u1 2u' \
— u2+1 ' ' 1u12+i. — i n'
— 2 1'

1u12+i

hence a(a) = IdR'.. Furthermore, a is bijective. To show that a is surjective,
take (u',...,u) ER'2, then

Injectivity is clear from the geometry. Furthermore,

( 1 n
- 1 2 i '2

_______

a(x , ..., x ) = o(x = — 1 + x"
=

Then for the transition map & o a1 we compute

- —1 1 _((2x1,...,2x'2,1x12—1)aoa (x ,...,x ) = a 112+1

— a ,,2x',1ri2)' — (2x',...,2x'2)—
Ixi + 1 1 — Ixi . x12 + 1

and thus the transition map is smooth, except when ri = 0. Since x E S's, we

havethatifx=0,thenxl=x2=...=x'2=Oandthusx'2+l±lwhichare
exactly the north and south pole. This makes the atlas consisting of the two
charts (S'2\{N}, a) and (S'2\{S}, &) a smooth structure on S's. The coordinates
defined by a and ö are called stereographic coordinates. 0
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2.2 Smooth structure on a topological manifold
For any topological space M, let C(M) denote the algebra of continuous func-
tions f : M — R. If F: M — N is a continuous map, define F* : C(N)
C(M) by F(f) = 1°F.
The map F* is linear,

F(f+y) = (1 +g)oF = foF+goF = F*(f)+F*(g),

because in general (f + g)(x) = 1(x) + g(x) and f + g is continuous because
f andg are. 1fF: M — Nisamapfromthesmoothmanifold M tothe
smooth manifold N, then F is defined to be smooth if for every p E M, there
exists smooth charts (U, ) containing p and (V, ') containing F(p) such that
F(U) C V and the composite map o F o ' is smooth from (U) to (V).
Now, F is smooth if and only if F*(Coo(N)) C (C°°(M)). For suppose that
F is smooth, then for every I E C(N), F*(f) is a composition of smooth
maps and hence a smooth map on M. So indeed, F*(C00(N)) C (C°°(M)).
Conversely, suppose that F*(C(N)) C (C°°(M)). This means that for every
f E C(N), F*(f) is smooth. In particular, for smooth coordinate maps of the
smooth charts (U, ) and (V, ), : N — Rc and qS: M —' R", the mapping

o F o r' is smooth because qr1 and are smooth by definition the smooth
structures on M and N, therefore o F is smooth by hypothesis. Thus the
composition of 1' o F and r 1 is also smooth. Hence by definition of a smooth
map from the manifold M to N, F is a smooth map.

Furthermore, if F is a homeomorphism between smooth manifolds, then F is a
diffeomorphism if and only if F* restricts to an isomorphism from C(N) to
C°°(M). First, suppose that F is a diffeomorphism, then F is smooth, bijective
and has a smooth inverse. Hence, F1 : C°°(M) —' C°°(N), F-'(g) = goF1
is smooth and thus F(C(N) = C°°(M) is onto. Also F is linear and because
ker(F) {f O} gives that F is also injective. We conclude that F* is an
isomorphism.
Conversely, if F* restricts to an isomorphism from C°°(N) to C(N), then
Ft(C(N)) = C(M). Obviously, F'(C°°(M)) = C°°(N). So by the pre-
ceding discussion, F' is also smooth. Hence we conclude, because F is a
homeomorphism with a smooth inverse, that F is a difleomorphism.

Remark: This result shows that in a certain sense, the entire smooth structure
of M is encoded in the space C°° (M). In fact, sometimes a smooth structure
is defined on a topological manifold to be a subalgebra of C(M) with certain
properties.
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3 Tangent Vectors and Vector Fields
Let M be a smooth manifold and let p be a point of M. A linear map X
C°°(M) —i R is called a derivation if it satisfies

X(fg) = f(p)X(g) + g(p)X(f) (2)

for all 1,9 e C(M). The set of all derivations of C(M) at p is a vector space
called the tangent space to M at p. and is denoted by TM. An element of
TM is called a tangent vector at p.

Example The gradient Let f : R2 — R2 be a smooth function. The gradient
off in the standard basis in R2 is given by

OxOx Oyoy

Define i,b(r,q5) = (rcos4,rsin) = (x,y). We wifi express the gradient in polar
coordinates, more precisely we wifi pushforward the vector field X under the
mapping r1.

Let D denote the Jacobian, then

D
-1 -1 ( \ 1( rcosç rsin \

( (r,t') = D(,)' =
) = I. —sin cos4 )'

vhere we denote D(,)i' = Now, unfolding the definitions

(i') (X)
= ((r, ))

OgO 1898
— OrOr

+ r2OO'
whereg=fo. 0

4 Vector Bundles and (Co)tangent Bundles
Let M be a topological space. A (real) vector bundle of rank k over M is a
topological space E together with a surjective continuous map ir : E — M
satisfying:

1. For each p M, the set E = ir'(p) c E (called the fibre over E) is
endowed with the structure of a k-dimensional real vector space.

2. For each p E M, there exists a neighbourhood U of p in M and a home-
omorphism 4' : ir(U) U x Rc (called a local trivialization of E over
U), such that the following diagram commutes:
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ir1(U) • UxRk

(where 7r1 is the projection onto the first factor); and such that for each q E U,
the restriction of 'b to Eq is a linear isomorphism from Eq to {q} x Rk Rc.

Sections of Vector Bundles
Let r : E — M be a vector bundle over a manifold M. A section of E is a
section of the map ir, i.e. a continuous map a: M —' E satisfying ir o a = 1dM.
Specifically, this means that a(p) is an element of the fiber E for each p E U.
A local section of E is a section a : U —' E defined only on some open subset
U c M. For a smooth manifold M, sections of TM are vector field on M.

Dual spaces
Suppose V and W are finite-dimensional vector spaces and A: V — W is any
linear map, then the following diagram commutes. The v and w denote the
(canonical) isomorphism defined as e(X)(w) =

A
V

V **
(A*)*

Take X e V, then v(X) defines a linear functional on V*, the dual space of
V and take an w E W . Also K : W —* V* denotes the canonical mapping
(A)(X) = w(AX). Furthermore, define the mapping (A*)* : —, W** by
(A*)*(X) = (X)A. This gives

(A*)*V(X)(W) = v(X)(Aw) = (A*w)(X) = W(AX) = w(AX)(w),

which yields,
(A*)*v(X) = ew(AX),

hence, the diagam given above commutes.D
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5 Tensors and Riemannian Metrics
Much of the machinery of smooth manifold theory is designed to allow the
concepts of linear algebra to be applied to smooth manifolds. Calculus tells us
how to approximate smooth objects by linear ones, and the abstract definitions
of manifold theory give a way to interpret these linear approximations in a
coordinate independent way. Generalizing this idea further, i.e. from linear
objects to multilinear ones, this leads to the concepts of tensors and tensor
fields on smooth manifolds.

5.1 Tensors
Suppose Vl,...,VkandWarevectorspaces. AmapF:Vlx...xVk—4Wissaid
to be multilinear if it is linear as function of each variable separately. Examples
are the dot product in Ri', the cross product in R' and the determinant function.

Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space, and let k be a natural number.
A covariant k-tensor in V is a real-valued multilinear function of k elements of
V

T:Vx...xV—.R.
The number k is called the rank of T. The set of all covariant k-tensors on V,
denoted Tk(V), is a vector space. Suppose w, V*. Define a map c: V xV —p
R by

w ® tj(X, Y) = w(X)rj(Y), (3)

where the product on the right is just ordinary multiplication of real numbers.
This definition can be generalized to tensors of any rank. Let S E Tc(V), T E
S'(V). DefineamapSØT:Vx...xV—Rby

S®T(Xl,...,Xk÷z) = S(Xl,...,Xk)T(Xk+1,...,Xk+j). (4)

This map is called the tensor product.

5.2 The Alternating and Symmetric Product
Alternating product
A most important algebraic construction is a product called the operation called
the wedge product, which takes alternating tensors to alternating tensors. We
define the projection Alt:Tlc (V) —+ Ac(V), called the alternating projection, as
follows

Alt(T) = (sgna) (°T).
aESk

For every tensor T, AltT is alternating and T is alternating if and only if
A1tT = T.
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If w E Ac(V) and v E A1(V), we define the wedge product or interior product of, and , to be the alternating (k + 1)-tensor

w A (k-i)!Alt( ® ). (5)

This product is bifinear, associative but not commutative.

Symmetric product
Symmetric tensors play an extremely inportant role in differential geometry.
A covariant k-tensor T is said to be symmetric if its value is unchanged by
interchanging any pair of arguments:

T(Xl,...,X1,...,X,,...,Xk) =T(Xl,...,X,,...,X1,...,Xk),

whenever 1 � i < j � k. The set of symmetric covariant k-tensors is often
denoted as Ek(V) and is a subspace of Tc(V). There is a natural projection
Sym: Tc(V) — Ec(V) called symmetrization, defined by

SymT = aT.
aESk

For instance, when w and i are covectors, then

1
&fl=

A symmetric tensor field on a manifold is simply a covariant tensor field whose
value at any point is a symmetric tensor.

5.3 Wedge Product
Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space. We have two ways to think
of the tensor space Tc(V): concretely, as the space of k-multffinear functionals
on V; and abstractly, as the tensor product space V5 ® ... ® V. Often, the
alternating (and symmetric) products are defined only in terms of the discrete
defintion. Now we will outline an abstact approach to alternating tensors. Let
E denote the subspace of V ® ... ® V5 spanned by all elements of the form
Øq5eØfl for a covector and arbitrary tensors and 3, and let A'(V) denote
the quotient vector space (V* ® ... 0 V5)/E. Then there is an isomorphism
F : Ac(V) Ac(V), such that the following diagram commutes:

V®••.øV = Tc(V)

Alt

Ac(V*)
F

Ac(V)

12



Suppose x E Ac(V*) and take the sum of two covectors q5 = + 2, then

=

a®q52et' ®fl+a®2®q$2®/3
= ®1 ®2®fl+®2®' ®i3
= 0,

in Ac(V*). From this it is seen that the elements in A(V*) are alternating, i.e.

aØ'®2®8— _(Ø2®1Ø
We will use this to show that there exists an isomorphism between Ac(V*)

and Ak(V). We know that the dimension of dim AIc(V)
= ( ). Now, the

elements Ac (V*) are alternating and the basis of Ac (V*) consists of elements
of the form €' ® ... ® k, where the i3 are all different. So dim Ac(V*) is
equal to the number of ways in which we can choose a sequence of k differ-

ent elements out of in total n elements. This can be done in ( ) ways, so

dimAc(V*)
= ( ). This also implies that dimker(ir) = dimker(Alt), be-

cause V ®. . .0 V and Tc(V) both have dimension of If we can show that
ker(ir) is mapped onto ker(Alt), then this implies that, because the dimensions
of the kernels are equal, that ker(ir) ker(Alt), which in turn implies that
Ak(V*) = (V* 0 ... ® V*)/ker(7r) Titc(V)/ker(Alt) = Ak(V).
First take an element x E V*O... ®V, such that x E ker(ir), i.e. x E E. Then
x is of the form c ® g 0 0/3 and is identified with an element y of this same
form in Tc(V) and Alt(y) = 0. Hence r(x) = 0 implies Alt(y) = 0. Conversely,
suppose x' E V ®. . . ® V such that ir(x') 0, then x must be alternating and
the element y' 0 E T'(V) identified with x' is alternating and since the Alt-
projection is the identity with respect to alternating elements, Alt(y') = 0,

which we needed to show and we conclude that the diagram given above com-
mutes.

Define a wedge product on A'(V) by w A = ir( 0 ), where ir : V
0 V — Ac(V*) is the projection, and are arbitrary tensors such that

= w, ir() = i. We will show that this wedge product is well defined.
Suppose ir(c) = = w and ir() = = . Then we must have
ir(&'0')=ir(&Oi), orequivalently, Well

=
=
=0

in Ac(V*). And thus the wedge product in well defined.
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Because F is an isomorphism, F takes the wedge product defined on Ak(V*) to
a wedge product on Ak(V). Since the Alt wedge product is the unique wedge
product on Ac (V), it follows that F takes the wedge product as defined above
to the Alt wedge product.

5.4 Riemannian Metrics
A Riemannian metric on a smooth manifold M is a smooth symmetric 2-tensor
field that is positive definite at each point. A Riemannian manifold is a pair
(M, g), where M is a smooth manifold a g a Riemannian metric. In any smooth
local coordinates (xe), a Riemannian metric can be written

g=gi,dx*®dxi, (6)

where g2, is a symmetric positive definite matrix of smooth functions. Because
of the symmetry, g can also be written as

g = g,,dx dx' = (g1dx 0 dx' + gdx 0 dx')

= (g1dx ® dx- + g,dx' 0 dxi) = g23dx1dx',

by definition of the symmetric product

5.4.1 Euclidean Metric

The simplest example of a Riemannian metric is the Euclidean metric g on R,
defined in standard coordinates by

(7)

where 8,, is the Kronecker delta. Thus

Applied to vectors, v, w TSR, this yields

vi) = &,v'w'
=

vw = v vi.

We can express the Eucidean metric in polar coordinates on R2. The Euclidean
metric in this case is g = dx2 +dy2. Substituting x = rcos andy = rsin
and expanding, we obtain

=dx2+dy2 = d(rcoscb)2+d(rsinçb)2

=
= dr2+r2dct'2.

14



Often, the Riemannian metric g is written as ds2 = gdxdx2, where ds is
exactly the length of an infinitesimal tangent vector, and is called the element
of arc length. Suppose C : u' = u'(t),to � t <t1, is a continuous and piecewise
smooth parametrized curve on M. Then the arc length of C is defined to be

f1 I du du-7s=J Ig-----dt.

In the simple case of a graph of a function (t, f(t)), embedded in R2, we have
= ö and

d d 2(#\' /
1

'
dt — ' dt —J '

so the arc length is given by

rti

______________

s=j ./1+(f'(t))2dt,
to

a formula well known in classical analysis.

5.4.2 The Gradient

The gradient of f is defined by

gradf =

where (X)(Y) = g(X, Y). In smooth coordinates, gradf has the expression

gradf=g

where (gjj ) = g'3 In particular, on R" with the Eudidean metric, this reduces
to

ad = -- —f- —
O'3X' -xOx'

k=1

In the previous example, we saw that the matrix of in polar coordinates is(io\ .. .11 o\
0 r2 ) , so its inverse is hr2 ) Inserting tius into the formula for

the gradient, we obtain

Ogl lOgOgradf=+-,
where g(r,) = f(rcos4,rsinçb).
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5.4.3 Shortest Path in R'
Let us consider all the paths between two points in Eudidean space and deter-
mine the shortest one. More precisely, for x, y E R°, let -y: [0, 1] — R' be the
curve segment

y(t) = (1 — t)x + ty.

and we will show that any other piecewise smooth curve segment 5' from x to y
satisfies L (5') � L ('y), where denotes the Eudidean metric on R.

First we remark that, without loss of generality, we can choose the points x
and y to be on the x1-axis. Then if -y(t) is given as above, that is 'y(t) =
((1 —t)xI +tx,0,...,0), then L(7) = Ix —xfl. Let us define Am
Now suppose

5'(t) = ((1 — t)x + tx + a'(t), 2(t), ..., a'(t))

,then
1

L(5')
= f V1(t)2 + ... + .n(t)2dt.

But

_____________ ____

+ ... + (t)2> /41(t)2 = I + à(t)I.

By definition of 5', we see that a(0) = o(1) = 0. And thus

L(5') � IA + a(t)Idt = IAt + a(t)II = Al = Ly).

We conclude that the straight line is the shortest path between two points in
Eucidean space. 0

6 Differential Forms and Integration
6.1 Integration on Manifolds
Differential forms are the objects that can be integrated on a manifold in a
coordinate-independent way. A domain of integration is a bounded subset of
R whose boundary has n-dimensional measure zero. Let D C R" be such a
compact domain of integration, and let w be an n-form on D. Any such form
can be written as

=fdx'Adx2A...Adx' (8)

for a continuous real-valued function f on D. We define the integral of s over
D to be

=
Adx2A•.• Adz' = L112 (9)
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Let M be a smooth, oriented n-manifold , and let w be an n-form on M. Suppose
that w is compactly supported in the domain of a single smooth coordinate chart
(U, ). We define the integral of over M to be

J = f (1)* (10)
M (U)

With w as above, fM w does not depend on the choice of oriented smooth chart
whose domain contains supp w.

Example
Let w = x2dx A dy and D2 be the unit disc. Furtermore, D C R2 —, D2,
(r,9) = (rcos9,rsinO) = (x,y). Let D = [0,1] x [0,21r). We compute

dxAdy = d(r cos O)Ad(r sinG) = (cos Odr—r sin GdO)A(sin Odr+r cos OdO) = rdrAdO.

So we obtain

JD = ID L r3 cos2 Odr A dO

= J f r3 cos2 OdrdO =00
0
Example
The length of a smooth curve y : [a, b] —+ R is defined to be the value of the
integral

b

L(y)
= f I'y'(t)Idt.

There is, however, no smooth covector field E X* (M) with the property that
w = L(-y). for every smooth curve y. To see this, suppose w = b"(t)I is such

a covector. By linearity (of every covector), we must have w(cJ(t) + /3'(t)) =
w(&(t)) +w(f3'(t)), instead

w(cx'(t) +/3'(t)) = I&(t) +/3'(t)I = (c'(t) +/3'(t),&(t) +13'(t))"2
= ((cr'(t), c'(t)) + (f3'(t), /3'(t)) + 2(a'(t), I3'(t)))"2

and, in general, (c'(t),fl'(t)) (cr' (t),a' (t))'/2 (13'(t),fi'(t))'/2, and thus fr'(t)+
jc/(t) + !$'(t)I. We conclude that = I'y'(t)I is no covector. 0

6.2 Stokes' formula
The central result in the theory of integration on manifolds is Stokes' formula.
This is a far reaching generalisation of the fundamental theorem of calculus and
of the classical theorems of vector analysis.
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Theorem (Stokes' formula) Let M be a smooth, oriented n-dimensional
manifold with boundary, and let w be a compactly supported smooth (n-1)-form
on M. Then

JMJOM (11)

It has to be mentioned that OM is understood to have the induced orientation,
and the w on the right-hand side is to be interpreted as W18M. If OM = 0, then
the right-hand side is to be interpreted as zero. When M is 1-dimensional, the
right-hand integral is really just a finite sum.

Example
Let N be a smooth manifold and suppose y: [a, b] '—' N is a smooth embed-
ding, so that M = y[a, b] is an embedded 1-dimensional submanifold without
boundary in N. Now Stokes' formula says that

j df
= Ji,bJ ..,*df = JM df = JOM -'

= f(7(b)) — f(y(a)).

Thus Stokes' formula reduces to the fundamental theorem for line integrals in
this case. In particular, when : [a,bJ i—p R is the inclusion map, then Stokes'
formula is just the ordinary fundamental theorem of calculus. 0

These two corollaries follow immediately from Stokes' theorem.

Corollary
Suppose M is a compact smooth manifold without boundary. Then the integral
of every exact fonn over M is zero:

I dw=O
JM

Corollary
Suppose M is a compact smooth manifold without boundary. If w is a closed
form on M, then the integral of w over OM is zero:

I w=O
JOM

Example Green's Theorem
Suppose D is a domain in R2, and P, Q are smooth real-valued functions on D.
Take w = Pdx + Qdy and apply Stokes' formula to obtain

0
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6.3 Integration on Riemannian Manifolds
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space, and let X E V. We define a linear
map Lx : Ac(V) A'(V), called the interior multiplication with X by,

(12)

Let (M, g) be an oriented Riemannian manifold. Then in any oriented smooth
coordinates (x'), the Riemannian volume form has the expression

dV=Jdet(g1j)dx1A...Adx', (13)

where gj, are the components of g in these coordinates. Now let (M, g) be an
oriented Riemannian manifold, let S C M be an immersed hypersurface, and
let denote the induced metric on S. Suppose furthermore that N is a smooth
unit vector field along S. Then the volume form is given by

dV9 = tNdVgS.

If X is any vector field along S, then we have

txdl'ls = (X,N)9dV. (14)

Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold. Multiplication by the Riemannian volume
form defines a linear map * : —+

*f_fdV9,

where A' (M) denotes the space of smooth n-forms. Define the divergence op-
erator dlv: (M) —+ C°° by

divX = *'d(txdV9), (15)

or equivalently
d(td1') = (divX)dV

Example The Divergence Theorem
If M is a oriented manifold with boundary, and X any compactly supported
vector field on M. Using Stokes' formula on the form = idVg we obtain

fM = fM =fM = J8M = J8M
where N is outward-pointing unit normal vector field along OM and is the
induced Riemannian metric on OM.O

Let (M, g) be an oriented Riemannian 3-manifold. Then the curl is defined to
be

tcuridVg = d(Xb) (16)
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Example
To see that this definition coincides with our classical definition on R3, recall that
Xt' = (X) = gX1dy, where gj, = ö,. Notice that X = X'dx+X2dy+X3dz,
so

i'ax2 ax'\ fax3 0X2\ fOX' OX\
d(X ) = --— — --)

dxAdy+--
— -b--)

dyAdz+—--
— —b-—)

dzAdx.

On the other hand we have, denoting curlX = Y,

tydVg = dx A dy A dz(Y) = Y3dx A dy + Y'dy A dz + Y2dz A dx,

and so we obtain

fax3 ax2 ax' ax3 ax2 aX'\
curlX = I — —, — , — —Oy Oz Oz Ox Ox Oyj

and this is a familiar result.D

Example Stokes' formula for Surface Integrals
Suppose S is a compact, oriented, embedded, 2-dimensional submanifold with
boundary in an oriented Riemannian 3-manifold M. For any smooth vector
field X on M,

J (curlX, N)9dA
= f (X, T)9ds, (17)

S as

where N is the smooth unit normal vector field along S that determines its ori-
entation, ds is the Riemannian volume form for OS and T is the positively
oriented unit tangent vector field on OS. By equation (14), we have that
dX = tcuridV = (curiX, N)dI'. Furthermore, X is a smooth 1-form on
a 1-manifold, and thus must equal fds for some smooth function f. Note that
ds(T) = 1, and so

f = fds(T) = X(T) = (X,T)9ds.

Now using Stokes' formula on the form Xb we obtain,

jd(xb) = f curidV = jx = j(X,T)gds (18)

and this gives the result. 0

6.4 Integration by parts
Let (M, g) be a compact Biemannian manifold with boundary, let denote
the induced Riemannian metric on aM, and let N be the outward unit normal
vector field along OM. Equation (20) gives the definition of the divergence. The
divergence operator satisfies a certain product rule for I e C°°, X E (M):

div(fX) = fdivX + (gradf,X)9. (19)
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Let V1, i = 0,..., k — 1 denote smooth vector fields, then this formula can be
derived as follows,

div(fX)dVg(Vl,...,Vk_l) = d(LfxdV)(Vl,...,Vk_l) =d(dV(fX,Vl...,Vk_l))
= dfAdVg(X,Vl...,Vk_l)+fd(dV(X,Vl...,Vk_l)
= df(X)dV(Vl...,Vk_l)+fd(1xdVg)(Vl,...,Vk_l)
= (gradf,X)9dV(Vl...,Vk_l)+fdivXdV9(Vl,...,Vk_l).

And so we obtain equation (19). Now define the k-form u. = div(fX)dV. Then,
using Stokes' formula and that t1xdV9 = f(X, N)gdVg by linearity , we see that

fM
div(fX)dV

= fM fdiv(X)dV + f(gradfX)dV

=
d(div(fX)dV)

= JOM
f(X, N)9dl'.

Hence we obtain the important formula

JM(je, X)dV
=

f(X, N)9dV9
—
fM f(uT' (20)

But what has this to do with integration by parts? For this to see, consider
the simple 1-dimensional case, i.e. where f : R —i R and the manifold M is
1-dimensional. Take M = [a, b}, an interval in R. Then, using that the positive
orientation on an interval is the direction to the right and that the unit normal
is pointing outward, we have that OM = {b} — {a}. Now dV9 = dx, X = g(x) a
ordinary function, (gradf, X)dV = f'(x)g(x)dx and fdiv(X)dV = f(x)g'(x)dx.
Then equation (20) is easily seen to reduce to

b b

j f(x)g'(x)dx = f(x)g(x)
—

j f(x)g'(x)dx,

since integration over a 0-dimensional manifold is defined to be summation.

6.5 Green's Identities
Let (M,g) be a oriented Riemannian manifold with or without boundary. The
linear operator i C°°(M) — C(M) defined by Lu = —div(grad)u is called
the Laplace operator or Laplaian. A function u C°°(M) is said to be har-
monic if = 0. Now define f = u and X = grady. Then, using equation (19),
we obtain

div(fX) = div(u . grady) = udiv(gradv) + (gradu, grady)9
= —uiv + (gradu, grady)9
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But also
div(ugradv) = = d(u.

and because (grady, X)9 = Xv we have,

= (grady, N)9dV = NvdV.

Applying this to Stokes' formula in a fashion similar to the case of equation (20)
we obtain Green's First Identity,

uvdV9
= IM (gradu, gradv)9dV9 - JOM

uNvdV. (21)

Switching the u and the v in equation (21) and subtracting both equations we
obtain Green's Second Identity

IM
— vLu)dV9 = j(vNu — uNv)dV (22)

Suppose that the function v is constant and that M is compact and connected
and OM = 0. Then iv = 0. Conversely, suppose v = 0 and suppose that
u 1. Then by equation (22) we must have Nv 0. This is the case only if v
is constant. Hence, the only harmonic functions on M are the constants.

Suppose M is compact and connected, OM 0, and u,v are harmonic functions
on M whose restrictions to 9M agree. Then, by equation (22) we have that

IM
— vLu)dVg 0,

that is, uiv vLu. This can only hold when u v. We conclude that u and
v agree anywhere on the manifold M whenever they agree on the boundary OM.

Example
Let M be a compact, connected, oriented Riemannian n-manifold with nonempty
boundary. A number A E R is called a Dirichiet eigenvalue for M if there exists
a smooth real-valued function u on M, not identically zero, such that iu = Au
and uIoM = 0.

When we choose u and v equal in equation (22), say u and note that uIaM = 0,

we see

IM = AJ u2dV9
= IM gradul2dVg

and so A > 0. However, suppose A = 0, then iu = 0, so u = constant. But the
fact that M is connected and uIoM = 0 gives exactly that u 0, a case that we
excluded by definition. Hence every Dirichiet eigenvalue is strictly positive.
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Similarly, A is called a Neumann eigenvalue if there exists such a u satisfying
Lu = Au and NUI8M = 0, where N is the outward unit normal.

When we choose A = 0, we get iu = 0 , which implies u constant. But if
u = constant, then Nu = 0, and so is indeed an Neumann eigenvalue. Noting
that, by hypothesis, NUIoM = 0 we obtain, again by (22), that A � 0. 0

6.6 Hodge Star operator
In this section we will generalize the mapping used to define the divergence in
section 6.3. Suppose (M, g) is a Riemannian manifold. We start by defining an
inner product for k-forms.

For each k = 0, ..., n, g determines a unique inner product on A/C (TM), denoted
(., .), defined locally by

(w' A.•. A , A• A = det (((w'), (j'))g) , (23)

where w1, •••, ••, 77/C are 1-forms and e" A.. . Ac" with (i1, ..., ij) a strictly
increasing index an orthonormal basis for AC (TM) whenever (i) is the coframe
dual to the orthonormal frame. First we will show that this definition satisfies
the properties of an inner product. For this, we will use the following lemma.

Lemma On a finite-dimensional vector space, the covectors •, are lin-
early dependent if and only if ' A ... A =

Proof If the are linearly dependent then, without loss of generality, we may
assume that w1 = =2 aw1 and we see

wlA...Awk=ajwiAw2A...Awk=O,

because in every term we have w Aw.' for a certain j and is zero by anticommu-
tativity. Conversely, suppose that the w' are linearly independent. Then these

can be extended to a basis of A(TM). Then A Au A• AwTh 0

and hencej1A...Aw0.D

Next we verify the properties pointwise.
Symmetry follows immediately from symmetry of the inner product defined on
vector fields, i.e. ((wi)U, (,1i)II)9 = ((77i), (c.&))g.
Bilinearity follows from the fact the inner product on vector fields is bilinear,
together with the fact that the determinant is multilinear and hence bilinear
which follows immediately from the definition.
To show that (w,)9 = 0 only if w = 0 we note that det (((w, (w'))9) =
det ((w', 3)9) = 0 if and only if w' are linearly dependent, where we denote
w = w1 A . .Awk. By the lemma above, this holds if and only if w' A• .A = 0.
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Hence we conclude that this indeed defines an inner product. Since this defini-
tion is given in a local form, we need to show that this definition is independent
of the choice of local frame. Denote the orthonormal frame defined above (E,).
For another (not necessarily orthonormal) frame E2 we can write

= AEJ,

for some matrix (A) of smooth functions. Because w = w€ and w = we

have -
w(E,) = = w(A,CEk) = Aw(Ek) = A,kwk,

and thus Awk = a,,. Furthermore

w = = A,kwk€ =

hence SC = A? or equivalently (A_)Ek ?. Then

= ((A')SC,
=

= (A' )1Ag (w)( )q = (A' )Ag(w') (,) )q
= =

Hence, ((w), (ii' ) ) is independent of the choice of local frame and therefore
(w' A ... A w,7j1 A ... A r) is also independent of the choice of local frame
which proves that the inner product is well defined.

For each k = 0, ..., n, there is a unique smooth bundle map *: AkM An_kM
satisfying

(24)

this map is called the Hodge star operator. For k 0 the inner product can be
interpreted as ordinary multiplication.Because the inner product is linear in its
second entry, the hodge star operator is linear, i.e.

A *(i + if) = (w, + if)9dl' = (w, + (w, i/)9dV = A *i' + w A *i'j'

First we will prove uniqueness of this mapping. Suppose there exists another
mapping , such that

= (w,,u)9dV9,

where w,p E AIC(TPM). Then for every i E Ak(TPM),

W A — W A *ij = (, )gdVg — (, 7)9dl' = (a,, i —

However (wji — rj)9dV9 = 0 if and only if (w, — = 0 and if and only if
= 17. Hence for every w,ij E AIC(TPM) we have

w A = w A *1-),
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which proves uniqueness.
We define the mapping * : AkM —+ An_kM locally by setting

* (Eli A A elk) = sgn(a)ct A A (25)

for a certain sequence of indices (tj, ..., tn_k) and permutation o. To justify
this definition, take (E2) a local orthonormal frame and (e') the dual coframe.
The Riemannian volume form in this frame is given by dV9 = e1 A A &.
From this it is immediately seen that dV9(E1, ..., E,) = 1. Because, in general,(, i)g = (w,i)9 and orthonormality, it is seen that

(l1 A...A€tk,E31 A...Ae3')g =det((e,ei)) =det(t52P2).

We define det (öP2) = 5IJ, where I = (i1, ...,ik) and J = (ii, ...,ik) and
= 0 if I is not a permutation of J and = sgn(r), whenever r(I) = J

for r E Sk. Suppose there exists an index r such that r q for all Jq, then
(e" A•. A tk, e1' A A &k ) = 0. Hence, for the inner product to be unequal
to zero, we must have €1 A A = ±€' A A 2k, or otherwise stated, the
sequence of indices (i1, ..., ik) is a permutation of (ii, ...,jk), which justifies the
definition of ö'. The increasing sequence (t1, ..., tn_k) is then to be chosen such
that c(jl,...,jk,t1,...,t_k) = (1,...,n).
First u1 A•• A fik A * (Eli A A €lk) equals

f 0 if I is no permutation of J
j sgn(r)e3' A...A€3k A*(E1' A...AEk) ifr(I) =J

which by definition of 5L1 equals

(5V€11 AAc3k A*(e' A...AE3k).

Furthermore, define = w11 ••k e A. Ae' and t = 1i A• A 3• Then

(W,77)9 = (Wil...$kE A••• AE*k,77jl...jkehl A- Aflk)9

'i1ik7)jl"jk(f A A *k, l1 A.•- A

xIJ
—

By linearity of the Hodge star operator, we now obtain,

=
= Wjl...ik?/jl...jk€' A ... A ?k A * (e" A... A €3k)
= A ... A 1k A e' A ... A ft_k

= (w,17)9E1 AA?' = (w,17)gdVg.

Finally, because the mapping is defined locally, we need to show that the map-
ping is independent of the choice of the local orthonormal frame. It has been
shown already that the inner product is independent of the choice of the frame,
so it will suffice to show the independence of dV. If (E2) is another orthonormal
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frame, with dual coframe (?), let dV = i A A ?'. As before, E1 = AE for
some matrix. However, since both frames are orthonormal, detA = ±1, arid the
fact that the frames are oriented positively forces the sign to be 1. But then

=det((Ei)) = det(A) = 1 =d%'(E,,...,E),

which proves the independence.

As a special case of the Hodge star mapping, take AkM = A°M, * : A°M —,
ARM. ThengA*f=g.*f = (g,f)gdVg =g.fdV. Hence*f = fdV9, and this
is exactly the mapping defined in section 6.3.

Finally, an important fact about the Hodge star operator is the following. For
arbitrary A'(T,M) and , E A'(TPM), we have A7 = (1)''qAu. Define
the sequence of indices of length n, (jl, ...,2t,21,...,Zk,3t+1,...,jn—k) and take
the following elementary k-forms = €' A ... A €k and t = E' A••• A fJn-k
Then it is easily seen that,

**.i = A••• Ac") = *((_l)€J1 A-••
= (_i)kt(_l)(fl_k_t)kul A . . . A = (_l)(fl_k)ke$1 A A Elk

= (_l)_k)kjz.

Since this holds for every elemetary k-form and because every k-form ' can be
written as a sum of elementary k-forms, we conclude, by linearity of the Hodge
star operator, that **w = (_i)c(n_J.

Example
Consider ]R" as a Riemanman manifold with the Eudidean metric and the stan-
dard orientation. We will calculate *dx8. We see

hence *dx' = (1)*dx1 A-•• A dx' A A ... A dx's.

Next we will calculate *dx1 A dx in the case n = 4. Some calculations give

*(dx' Adx2) = dx3 Adx4, *(dx2 Adx3) = dx' Adx4,
*(dx3 A dx4) = dx' A dx2, * (dx2 A dx4) = —dx' A dx3,
*(dx' Adx4)=dx2Adx3, *(dx' Adx3)= —dx2Adx4.

A closer look reveals that *(dx' A dxi) ( l)2+i+1dxP A where (p, q) is the
(increasing) complement of (i, j) in (1,2,3, 4).D

Hodge star decomposition
Let M be an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold. A 2-form w on M is said to be
self-dnal if *c, = w, and anti-self-dual if *w = —w. Every 2-form w on M can
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be written uniquely as a sum of a self-dual form and an anti-self-dual form as
follows. Take any 2-form w. Denote the self-dual form A and the anti-self-dual
form /2. Define A = (w + *w) and z = — *c). Then

w = (w+*w)+ (w—*)=A+/2.

Since * * w = (_l)k(n_k)w, in this case, with n = 4 and k = 2, we see that
* * w = w. From this it follows,

*A= (*t,+**w)= (*w+w)=A,

and
1 1

*/L= (*w—**w)= (*—w)= —/2.

Hence, A is self-dual and p is anti-self-dual and from this we see that every
2-form can be decomposed into a self-dual form and an anti-self-dual form. To
prove uniqueness, suppose that w has another decomposition, w = A' +/2', where

= A' and *p' = —p'. Then

1 1 , IAE

Similarly, p = p' and hence the decomposition is unique.

Example Consider the case of M = R4 with the Euclidean metic, as in the
previous example. We will determine the self-dual and anti-self-dual forms in
standard coordinates. In the previous example, we already calculated the Hodge
star map of 2-forms. By the theory (and notation) in this section

A" = (dx' A dx' + * (dx' A dx')) = (dx' A dx' + (_-1)1dx" A dx")

and, similarly,

(dx' A dx' — * (dx' A dx')) = (dx' A dx' + (—l)"'dx" A dx

Let us verify that A' and p" are indeed self-dual and anti-self-dual respectively.

= (* ((_1)4'41dxP A dx') + (—1)1'd9 A dx')

= ((_l)i+i+I+P++ldxi A dx' + (_1)i+i+dxP A d.x)

= (dx' A dx' + (_1)i+2+ldx' A dx') = A",

where we used that (_1)I+i+l+P++l = (_1)12 = 1 always. A similar calcula-
tion gives */23 = —/2". 0
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6.7 The Hairy Ball Theorem
In this section we will prove that there exists a nowhere-vanishing vector field on
S if and only if n is odd. This theorem (by the Dutch mathematician Brouwer)
is often stated more popularly by saying: "You cannot comb the hair on a ball",
referring to the case n = 2. First we will state without proof a theorem on
homotopy and then we will prove two lemmas to give the necessary tools to
proof the actual hairy ball theorem.

Theorem (Smooth Homotopy Theorem)
If F, C: M — N are homotopic smooth maps, then they are smoothly homo-
topic, i.e. there is a smooth map H: M x I — N that is a homotopy between
F andC.

Lemma 1
Let Al and N be compact, connected, oriented, smooth manifolds, and suppose
F, C: M — N are diffeomorphisms. If F and C are homotopic, then they are
either both orientation-preserving or both orientation-reversing.

Proof
Suppose F and C are diffeomorphisms and are homotopic then, by the smooth
homotopy theorem, there exists a smooth map H : M x I — N that is a
homotopy between F and C, i.e. H(x,O) = F(x) and H(x, 1) = C(x). Assume
that M has no boundary, then we have 0(M x I) = M x 01. Because N
is an oriented manifold there exists an orientation n-form on N, ci, and then
dci = 0. Define a n-form on M x I, ci' = H*1Z. This form is well defined since
H is smooth. Then, because in general H*dIZ = d(H*1l), we have that the
(n + 1)-form dIl' = 0. By Stokes' formula

o=J dfl1=f ci'=f H*ci=f(C*1Z_F*cl),
MxI MxOI MxôI M

because integration over 01 = (1) — {O} is just (signed) summation. And thus

JM JM = I
where we used that F and C are diffeomorphisms and where the plus or minus
sign depends on the orientation of F and C. And as we see, the orientation
of F and C is equal; either both F and C are orientation-preserving or both
orientation-reversing and this is exactly what we needed to show.D

Lemma 2
The antipodal map a : sn S' is orientation-preserving if and only if n is odd.

Proof The antipodal map is defined as a : S'1 — S", a(z) = —z. Now in gen-
eral, a map F: M — N is orientation-preserving if and only if the Jacobian ma-
trix has positive determinant. In this case it is seen that detD1a(x) = (_1)+1
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and so we see immediately that detDa(x) is positive if and only if n is odd. 0

Theorem (The Hairy Ball Theorem)
There exists a nowhere-vanishing vector field on S' if and only if n is odd.

Proof We will prove this by showing that the following are equivalent:

1. There exists a nowhere-vanishing vector field on S"

2. There exists a continuous map V : 5" satisfying V(x) J x (with
respect to the Euclidean dot product on R'4) for all x E S"

3. The antipodal map a : 5" s" is homotopic to Id5.

4. The antipodal map a : S" — S'1 is orientation-preserving.

5. n is odd.

(1) = (2) A vector field V on S" by definition defines a continuous map S'1 —+R* Now, because the vector field is non-vanishing, we can divide by the
norm to obtain a continuous map s" — s". Since the vector field is everywhere
tangent to S", we have that V(x) J x for all x E S'1.
(2) = (3) Suppose we have a continuous map V : S" — 5" where V(x) ± x for
all x E S". Then define H(x,t) := cos(irt)x + sin(irt)V(x). Then

IH(x,t)I = (cos(irt)x + sin(7rt)V(x),oos(lrt)x + sin(7rt) V(s))"2

= (cos2(lrt)(x,x) + sin2 (irt)(V(x), V(s)))'12 = 1,

since (V(x),x) = 0. Furthermore, H(x,O) = sand H(x,1) = —x. So H(x,t):
S" — S'1 and this defines a homotopy between Ids and a(s), the antipodal
map.
(3) (4) Both a : 5" — S" and Id : s" S" are diffeomorhisms. By
hypothesis, they are homotopic and so, by lemma 1, we conclude that, since
Id5. is always orientation-preserving, a also must be orientation-preserving.
(4) =. (5) If the antipodal map is orientation-preserving, by lemma 2, we must
have that n is odd.
(5) = (1) Suppose n is odd, then 5" = S2'' c C1 R x Rk+1, where
we identify (z,y) = x + iy. Define the curve Yz : R —+ C'', y(t) = etz,
z e S2''. Then -y(t) is tangent to the sphere and 'y(O) = iz. This vector field
can be expressed as .0 .0

(O) = — y3—.

Since the component functions of this vector field are (smooth) coordinate func-
tions, the vector field is smooth. Since Izi = 1, not all x, y3 are zero, and
thus the vector field is non-vanishing. Hence for every n odd there exists a
nowhere-vanishing vector field on 5" and this concludes the proof. 0
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7 Connections
Before we can define curvature on Riemannian manifolds, we need to study
geodesics, the Riemannian generalizations of straight lines. A curve in Euclid-
ian space is a staight line if and only if its accelaration is identically zero. This
is the property that we choose to take as a defining property of geodesics on a
Riemannian manifold. In order to define geodesics on a manifold we need the
concept of a connection; essentially a set of rules for taking directional deriva-
tives of vector fields.

To see why we need a new kind of differentiation operator, consider a submani-
fold M C R' with the induced Riemannian metric, and a smooth curve 'y lying
entirely in M. We want to think of a geodesic as a curve in M that is "as
straight as possible". An intuitively plausible way to measure straightness is
to compute the Euclidean acceleration '(t) as usual. From this we can derive
the tangential acceleration of -y. We could then define a geodesic as a curve in
M whose tangential aceleration is zero. But the problem with this is: If we
wanted to make sense of y(t) by differentiating 'y(t) with respect to t, we would
have to write a difference quotient involving vectors 'y(t) and 'y(t + h). How-
ever, these tangent vectors live in different tangent spaces and consequently, it
doesn't make much sense to just subtract them. To interpret the acceleration of
a curve in a manifold in a coordinate invariant way, we need a way to "connect"
nearby tangent spaces.

Let ir : E —+ M be a vector bundle over a manifold M, and let (M) denote
the space of smooth sections of E. A connection in E is a map

V : (M) x E(M) —

written (X, Y) i—+ Vx Y, satisfying the following properties:

1. VxY is linear over C°°(M) in X:

= fVx1Y + 9''x21'

for 1,9 E C°°(M).

2. VY is linear over R in Y:

Vx(aYi + bY2) = aVxYi + bVxaY2,

for a,b ER.

3. V satisfies the following product rule:

VxfY = fVxY + X(f)Y,

for f E C(M).
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VxY is called the covariant derivative of Y in the direction of X. We can
specialize to linear connections in the tangent bundle of a manifold. A linear
connection on M is a connection in TM, i.e. a map

V : (M) x (M) —

satisfying the properties of a connection. For any choices of indices, we can
express the connection in terms of a (local) frame

VE.E, = r,.
These n3 functions are called the Christoffel symbols of V with respect to
this frame. A connection can be expressed in terms of its Christoffel symbols
as follows

VXY = (XYc + X'Yr,) E,, (26)

for a general frame {E1}. In coordinates, this reads

VxY = (X1aYi + x'Y'r) 0k. (27)

Example Let V be a linear connection. If w is a 1-form and X is a vector field,
we will show that the coordinate expression for Vxw is

Vxw = (x1ak —
jk

where I', are the Christoffel symbols of the given connection V on TM.

It can be shown that,

(VxF)(',...,w1,Yl,...,Yk) = X(F(w',...,w1,Yl,...,Yk)) (28)

F('w1YVYY)
In this case we see

(Vxw)(Y) = X((Y)) — w(VxY)
= X(wkdx!c(Y)) — w((XbOY!c + x1Yr)9k)
= WkX(Yk) + YiCX(wk) — Wkdxk(X28iY + XYr)Ok
= (X'a,Wk — Xiwkr)Ylc

= (Xwk — xC)kr)dx(Y),

and thus,
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Vxw = (X'8wk — x'Wkr,,)dX. (29)

0

Because the covariant derivative Vx Y of a vector field (or tensor field) Y is
linear over C' (M) in X, it can be used to construct another tensor field called
the total covariant derivative, as follows. If V is a linear connection on M, and
F (M), the following map defines a (k + 1,1) tensor field.

VF(w1,...,wL,Yl,...,YJc,X) =VxF(wl,...,,i,Yl,...,Yk). (30)

By linearity, multiplication by a real number leaves the result invariant, and
thus this map is unique up to multiplication by a diffeomorphism f C°° (M).
Example We will show that for any u E C°°(M) and X,Y e

V2u(X, Y) = Y(Xu) — (VyX)u,

where the tensor field VF denotes the total covariant derivative of F, where

FEX(M).
The action of Vu is the same as the 1-form du: (Vu, X) = Vxu = Xu =
(du, X). The 2-tensor V2u = V(Vu) is called the covariant Hessian of u. In

this case

V2u(X,Y) = Vy(Vu(X)) = Y(Xu) — Vxu(VY) = Y(Xu) — (VyX)u,

where we have used equation (28). 0

A curve in a manifold means a smooth, parametrized curve; a smooth map
-y : I — M, where I C R is some interval. A vector field along a curve -y: I — M
is a smooth map V : I —i TM such that V(t) = T7(t)M for every t E I. Let
(M) denote the space of vector fiels along . This operator has the (local)
expression

DV(to) = (Vi(to)o, + vi(to)jr,ey(to))) 0k• (31)

where V(t) = V'(t)03 is the vector field near

7.1 Geodesics
Let M be a manifold with a linear connection V, and let y be a curve in M.
The acceleration of -y is the vector field D'y along y. A curve is said to be a
geodesic with respect to V if its acceleration is zero: Dey 0. When we write
y(t) = (x'(t), ...,x'(t)), then, by equation (31), a geodesic solves the equation

i(t) +a'±'r,(x(t)) = 0 (32)

Example
We will show that the geodesics on R with respect to the Eucidian connection
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are exactly straight lines with constant speed parametrizations.

The Euclidian connection is given by

(XY').9,,

in other words, the Eucidian connection is just the vector field whose compo-
nents are the ordinary directional derivatives of the components of V in the
direction X. A curve -y(t) being a geodesic means Dy(t) 0. By definition

D(t) = (xk(t) + i'(t)i1(t)r,(-y(t))) 9k 0.

However, the Christoffel symbols of the Eucidian connection are all zero, and
thus (t) 0. From this we see that ±k(t) =const and indeed, y(t) represents
a straight line with constant speed parametrization. 0

7.2 Connecting tangent spaces
We say that a vector field V is parallel along 'y (with respect to V if DV = 0

along y. In general, given a curve 'y: [a, b] —' M, and a vector V0 E TM, there
is a unique vector field V along -y which is parallel along 'y. This is because the
equations

(1'3(t0)o + Vi(to)1r,((tO))) 0k

are linear differential equations with unique solutions V'(t), defined on all of
[a, b], for given initial conditions. The vector V(t) E T.7(t1)M is said to be
obtained from V(t) e T..(t0)M by parallel translation along y. We define a
linear transformation

Tt : —4 T(t)M, Vo — V.

Clearly, rt is one-to-one, for its inverse is just parallel translation along the re-
versed portion of the curve -y from t to 0. Thus, parallel translation gives an
isomorphism between tangent spaces at different points on M.
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Parallel translation Tt is defined in terms of V, but we can also reverse the pro-
cess.

Suppose 'y is a given curve with 7(0) = p and 'y(O) = X,,. Then

Vx,Y = DY = ,l1in (r'Y,.(h) — (33)

We will demonstrate this as follows. Let V1, ..., V1 be parallel vector fields along
which are linearly independent at y(O), and hence all points of y. Set

Y(7(t)) = . V(t).

Then

lirn (T,'Y(h) — = urn ( )(t)r,1V(h) —

=

= lim
= lim-(0).V(O)= Djo-(t).V(t)
= Vx,Y.

This possibility of comparing, or connecting, tangent spaces at different points
gives rise to the term "connection". It was invented by Levi-Civita.

7.3 The Torsion Tensor
Let V be a linear connection on M, and define a map r : (M) x (M) '—' x(M)
by

r(X,Y) = VxY - VyX - [X,Y]. (34)

First we will show that this defines a (2, 1) tensor field, called the torsion tensor
of V. For this, we have to verify that r(X, Y) is bilinear. Well,

r(fX1gX2,Y) = Vjx1gx2Y — Vy(fXigX2) — [fX1gX2,Y]

fVx, Y+gVx3Y — fVyX1 —gVyX2 — (Yf)X1 — (Yg)X2 — [fX1, Y] — [gX2, y],

but because the Lie-bracket can be written as [IX, YJ = f[X, Y] — (Yf)X, this
is equal to

= f(Vx,Y — VyX1 — [X1,Y]) +g(Vx2Y — VyX2 — [X2,Y]).
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Indeed, r is linear in X and by symmetry it is clear that it is also linear in Y.
Hence, r defines a tensor field.

We say V is symmetric if its torsion vanishes identically. This condition however
is equivalent to the statement that its Christoffel symbols with respect to any
coordinate frame are symmetric, r, = r, as we will show.
In coordinates, a linear connection has the form

VY = (XtOYk + XzY3I,)O,.

Now, first assume that the torsion of r vanishes identically. In coordinates, the
Lie bracket has the form

[X, Yj = (XiaYk — yix!C)O

Hence

0 VY — VX — X, Y] = [X, Y1 — Ex, Y1 + x y2r1ok — xiytr,k,ok.

From this we obtain
x'yr, =

which implies F = r1. On the other hand, if the Christoffel symbols are
symmetric, by the computation above, it is seen that

r(X,Y) = VxY—VyX-[X,Yj [X,Y]- [X,Y] O,

so indeed, r is symmetric.

Now we will show that V being symmetric is also equivalent to the covariant
Hessian being a symmetric 2-tensor field.
Recall that the covariant Hessian V2u can be written as

V2u = Y(Xu) — (VyX)u.

Now, V symmetric means VxY — VyX — [X, Y] 0
First assume that the Hessian is a symmetric 2-tensor field. Then

V2u(X,Y)—V2t4Y,X) = 0 = Y(Xu)—X(Yu)—(VyX)u+(VyX)u = r(X,Y).

On the other hand, if V is symmetric, then

r(X, Y)(u) = VxYu — VyXu — [X, Y]u 0,

hence

Y(Xu) — (VyX)u = V2u(X, Y) = X(Yu) — (VxY)u = V2u(Y, X),

so indeed V2u is a symmetric 2-tensor. 0
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7.4 The Difference Tensor
If V° and V' are any two linear connections on M, then

A(X, Y) = VCY — VCY (35)

defines a (2,1) tensor field, called the difference tensor. For if f,g E C(M)
and X,Y E x(M), then

A(f Xi +gX2, Y) = fV1 Y+gV3 -fV, Y—9Vç2 Y = fA(X1, Y)+9A(X2, Y),

by definition of a linear connection. Also

A(X, fY1 + gY2) = VfY1 - VgY2,

which, by the product rule of connections, equals

fVY1 + (Xf)Y1 + gVY2 + (Xg)Y2 - fVY1 - (Xf)Y1 - gViçY2 — (Xg)Y2

= f(VY1 - VY1) + g(VçY2 - VY2) = A(X,Y1) + A(X,Y2).

Hence, A(X, Y) defines a tensor field.

Next we show that V° and V' determine the same geodesics if and only if their
difference tensor is antisymmetric, that is A(X, Y) = —A(Y, X).
Assume first that the difference tensor is antisymmetric, it then follows

71 V 7O 'iy ii y riO y
V I — V £ — — V dt + V y It,

so
vcY+v,x =:+V.X+VCY.

Now put X = Y = (t), so then, because V.,(tyy(t) = D'y(t), we see from
'the equation above that 2Dy(t) = 2Dy(t) and we conclude that Dy(t) 0

if and only if Dy(t) 0 and thus V° and Vi determine the same geodesics.
Now suppose that V° and Vi do not define the same geodesics, then there ex-
ists a curve c(t) such that Dà(t) 0, but Dà(t) 0. If V° and V' were
to be antisymmetric then, in particular VX — VX = —VX + VX so
VX = VX. But V0(t)à(t) = Da(t) and by hypothesis, Dà(t) Dà(t),
a contradiction. Hence, if the two connections do not define the same geodesics,
then their difference tensor can't be antisymmetric.

Now we will show that V' and V° have the same torsion tensor if and only if
their difference tensor is symmetric, i.e. A(X, Y) = A(Y, X).
First suppose that V' and V° have the same tension tensor, i.e. r'(X,Y) =
r°(X, Y). From this we see,

vY - v,x - [x,y] = vY - vx -
hence

V(y-Vcy=V,X-V.X,
and thus A(X,Y) = A(Y,X).
Now suppose A(X, Y) = A(Y, X), from this it follows that, going in the opposite
direction as above we arrive at ri = TO. 0
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7.5 Cartan's First Structure Equation
Let V be a linear connection on M, let E1 be a local frame on some open subset
U c M, and let çb be the dual coframe.
We can write VxE = VXkEkEi = XkVEkEI = XkrkEl, so we can define

4 = r, so that VxE1 = 4(X)E3.

For every smooth 1-form c and smooth vector fields X and Y, we have the
following identity

dcx(X, Y) = X(a(Y)) — Y(c(X)) — a([X, Y]). (36)

Now let E1 be a local frame and (g5') the dual coframe, as above. Let Ck be the
component functions of the Lie bracket [Es, Ek] in this frame:

[E1,Ek] kEi.

Then applying ' to (36) we get:

d'(E,Ek) Ej'(E)) — Ek('(EI)) — = o + 0—

On the other hand
k4 E,Ek) =

and thus
dqY = A (37)

Now,
(' A4)(X,Y) = X'4(Y) — Y'4(X).

Furthermore
VxY = (Y14(x) + xYi) E

(VxY) = v*4(x) + XY'.
The torsion tensor was defined to be r(X,Y) = VxY — VyX — [X,Y].
Hence we get

('A4)(X,Y)+r'(X,Y) =XY' —YX' —[X,Y]'.

Now take X = E, and Y= Ek, then

1A4(Ej,Ek)+r'(Ej,Ek) = —[E,Ek]' =

But also, because d' = —Ckb' A, we see that

d'(E,Ek) = A(E1,Ek) = = 4i'

from which we obtain the equation

d'=çbtAw'+r'. (38)

This formula is known as Cartan's First Strizcture Equation, due to E. Cartan.
0
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8 Riemannian Geodesics
On each Riemannian manifold there is a natural connection that is particularly
suited to computations in Riemannian geometry. The Eucidean connection has
one very nice property with respect to the Euclidean metric: it satisfies the
product rule

7(Y,Z) = ("'xY,Z) +(Y,7Z).
This can be generalized. Let g be a Riemannian metric on an manifold M. A
linear connection V is said to be compatible with g if it satisfies the following
product rule for all vector fields X, Y, Z, i.e.

Vx(Y,Z) = (VY,Z) +(Y,VxZ).

Proposition The following conditions are equivalent for a linear connection V
on a Riemannian manifold.

1. V is compatible withg

2. VgO

3. lfV, W) are vector fields along any curve 'y,

= (DV,W)+(V,DW).

4. If V, W are parallel vector fields along a curve y, then (V, W) is constant

5. Parallel translation Tt, : T7(t1)M is an isometry for each to, tj.

Proof (1) (2) Suppose V is compatible with g, then

Vg(Y, Z, X) = Vxg(Y, Z) = X(Y, Z) - (VxY, Z) - (Y, VxZ) 0,

hence Vg 0.
(2) (3) Suppose Vg 0. Noting that, in general, Vxf = X(f) we obtain,

D(v,W) =V,(t)(V,W) =y(t)((V,W)) =

because V, W are taken along 7(t), i.e. V = V((t)) and W = W('y(t)). Plug-
ging this into the equation given in (2) immedatiately gives

(V,W) = (DV,W) +(V,DW)
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(3) = (4) If V, W are parallel vector fields along a curve -y(t) then, by definition
DV 0 and DW 0. Then we see that (V,W) 0, hence (V,W) =const.
(4) => (5) Parallel translating two vectors in space leaves the angle between them
unchanged. Hence cos 0 = =const. But, we saw that if V, W parallel
vector fields, then (V, W) =const, so IXIIYI =const . This means that the
norms of the vectors are left unchanged under the parallel translation mapping
and thus is an isometry.
(5) = (1) Suppose parallel translation Tt0t1 : T.(t1)M is an isometry for each to,
t1. Then, because r is norm-preserving, parallel vector fields being orthonormal
at one point, are orthonormal at every point along y. Choose parallel vector
fields P1, ..., P, along -y which are orthonormal. Let

V(t) = v(t)P1(t), W(t) = w(t)P(t).

Then

(V,W) = •w,

and remembering that DP = 0 we have

So

DV
=

-P1, DW
=

(DV,W) + (V,DW) = (i)w' +vv) = (V,W)

When we apply this to a curve -y with -y(O) = X, and note that DV =
we obtain

X(Y,Z) = (Vx,Y,Z) + (Vx,,,Zp). (39)

Since (39) holds for every p M and every X,, E TM we conclude that V is
compatible with g. 0

Without a proof we state the following important theorem.

Theorem (Fundamental Theorem of Riemannian Geometry)
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold. There exists a unique linear connection
V or M that is compatible with g and symmetric.

This connection is called the Riemannian connection of Levi- Civita connection
of g. There is an explicit formula for computing the Christoffel symbols of the
Riemannian connection in any coordinate chart

= gk: (a1g1 + — (40)
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Geodesics with respect to this connection are called Riemannian geodesics, or
simply geodesics. If y is a curve in a Riemannian manifold, the speed of -y at
any time t is the length of its velocity vector Vy(t) We say y is constant speed
if y(t) is independent of t, and unit speed if the speed is identically equal to 1.

Example
Consider the manifold M = R2. Suppose that gradf I 1. Then z2(t) +2(t)
1, where 1 = andy = . We will show that the integral curves are geodesics,
that is straight lines. Differentiating ã2(t) + q2(t) 1 with respect to time we
obtain *x + yy = 0. Furthermore

•2_ ( :
— k'-'zJ) — xxi

xY — '.'x k yJ I — xy

Hence
0= 0 {2(t) +2(t)} =Of.af+t),f .8,f (41)

and similarly
(42)

Multiplying (41) by 01f and (42) by .9,f and using that = 8f, we obtain,
upon subtracting the two equations

(ôf)202f = (8f)2Of. (43)

Also, (t) = '9f.9f + and y(t) = O,fO,f + t9,f8f. After mul-
tiplying i(t) with th(t) = Of and y(t) with (t) = c9,f, using equation (43)
and subtracting this yields ifi — = 0. This together with our first equation,
±x + ,y = 0, gives that the integral curves are straight lines, which we know to
be geodesics on R2.D

This result can be generalized as the next theorem shows.

Theorem Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and f a smooth function on
M such that Idf 1. Then the integral curves of gradf are geodesics.

Proof
By definition of the gradient, gradf = g"01f0, and by the fact that g3gkI =
we obtain

1 grad 112 = (grad f,grad f) = g%,(gkiOf)(glOgf
)
= gikff

Hence
1

glkf(9f. (44)

Suppose -y(t) = (x'(t), ...,xTh(t)) is the integral curve of gradf, this means
gradf(y(t)) = -y(t), or in coordinates,

= (g"9f,...,g"01f),
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i.e. (t) = g"t9jf and thus we obtain

1 gi1(t)th(t), (45)

which reflects the fact exactly that the solution curve is unit speed, as it should
be. Multiplying (44) by gij we obtain

= O,fOf. (46)

Equation (40) expresses the Christoffel symbols in terms of the partial deriva-
tives of g. Taking the partial derivatives of (46) and using the fact that the
second partial derivatives commute, it is seen that,

= gki (i91gj + 8gi — 8g)
= (9,(ofof) + O,(O,f9zf) — Oz(Of8,f))

= !g'dl (2OjfO2f) = 9k1121,

and thus
r,k kt z21j=9 (J1JV,j

We compute

— d •ki4 — d tkXt) —
= gt\ {Ogk9f8pf + ?kotfaf}.

And furthermore

= grtOrfgsAOsfgkPOPfOt2Af.

By equation (46), On Oaf = g, and gr$gt = 5, so
xt(t)±(t)rA = gtAgkPOpfO2jj = gtAgPkOpfO2f,

where in the last equality we used that, 9kp = gP1C, due to the fact that every
Riemannian metric is symmetric.
These results enable us to obtain our main result, as follows,

Xc(t) + ±t(t)th(t)F = 9tA {gPkt9fopf + ?cO 102 } + gtgJkopfOf
= gtA {OAgOfOf + g1c0f02 + g1k0pf0Af}
= 9tA {o (?cOfOf) }
= gtA { (gPkgp)} = = 0.

The solution curves satisfy the geodesic equation and, consequently, define
geodesics.D

Proposition (Naturality of the Riemannian Connection)

Suppose q5: (M,g) —i (M,) is an isometrij.
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1. q takes the Riemannian connection V of g to the Riemannian V of , in
the sense that

4*(VxY) = 'Ji,.x(cb*Y).

2. Ify is a curve in M and V is a vector field along 'y, then

q5DV =

3. takes geodesics to geodesics: if y is the geodesic in M with initial point
p and initial velocitiy V, then q5o 'y is the geodesic in M with initial point
çt(p) and initial velocity &V.

Proof

(1) For this, we will show that the operator : (M) x (M) —'
defined by

(4)*V)xy =

is a connection on M (called the pullback connection) and that it is symmetric
and compatible with g. Then, because

(q5*1)Y = = '(4(VxY)) = VxY,

we have that qV = V, by uniqueness of the Riemannian connection.

First let us recall the definition of a pushforward of a vector field, F.X(f) =
X(f o F), and we see that for h : M —p R, F(hX)(f) = (hX)(f o F) =
/z. X(f oF) = h FX(f). Using this we obtain

(cb'')jx,+gx2Y = cc'('J.(fx1+9x2)(cbY))
=

= ' {• ('.x*Y)) +9 (I.x2(4sY))}

= I (cbY)) + g

= f. (qS7)X1Y +9.
so the operator satisfies the first property of a connection. The second one,
linearity over R is immediately clear by linearity of differentiation over R. The
product rule is proven as follows:

(*7)(fy)
=

= c' {1 (.x1*Y) + cbX(f) .

= I cb'(Jc.x(ct'*Y)) + 4k:' {cb.X(f) . c6Y}

= I (O*V)x(Y) + :' {. (X(f) . Y)}

= f (5)(Y) + X(f)Y.
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Hence the operator also satisfies the product rule and we conclude that it defines
a connection. Next we will show that the connection is compatible with g,
or equivalently Vg 0. Suppose V is compatible with , then V 0. By
hypothesis, 4i is an isometry. This implies *(X, Y) = Y) = g(X, Y).
And if V 0 then '(V) 0. This yields

o (.x*Y*Z)) = (q,*V)g(X,Y,Z).

Hence g is compatible with 4V. Furthermore, if V is symmetric, then by defi-
nition VvW — VwV = fV, W]. We need to show that *(V) is also symmetric.
Note that,

(Ô')Y — (ç,*7)yX = ' (.x*Y) —
çfr;-:l

= c' (7.x*Y —

=

So we are finished if we can show that cbYj = 4X, Y]. Well

XY(f o q5) = X(gY(f) o qS) = q,Xq5.Y(f) o 4'

Interchanging X and Y and subtracting, we obtain

[&X,4'YIf = ([X,Y]f) oØ =

and we can conclude that, with V symmetric, 4'V is also symmetric, and thus
4)*V defines a Riemannian connection. In summary, if V is a Riemannian con-
nection on M, then 4'tV is also a Riemannian connection on M. Conversely, 4'
takes the Riemannian connection on M (V) to the Riemannian connection on
M (V), in the sense that q5V = V and the pushforward of this connection is
the Riemannian connection V on M.

(2) Define the operator cb*bt : (M) —p (M) by

(4'*b)(V) = -' (Av).
Then, because DV = V.(t)V and (1), we see that this operator is a connection
on M that is symmetric and compatible with g. Therefore, by uniqueness of
the Riemannian connection, q5DtV Dt(4'*V).

(3) -y being a geodesic means that D-y 0. Well, by the formula in (2),
= D(4'y), we see that if 0, then Dt(4'*y) = D(14'oy) 0.

This implies that if -y is the geodesic in M with initial point p and initial velocity
V = y(O), then 4' o y is the geodesic in M with initial point 4'(p) and initial
velocity 4'V.D
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Exponential Map

Any initial point p E M and any initial vector V E TM determine a unique
maximal geodesic -yv. This implicitly defines a map from the tangent bundle
to the set of geodesics in M. More importantly, it allows us to define a map
from (a subset of) the tangent bundle to M itself, by sending the vector V to
the point obtained by following 'yv for time 1.

To be precise, define a subset E of TM, the domain of the exponential map by
the set of curves that are defined on an interval containing [0, 11 and define the
exponential map exp: — M by

exp(V) = yv(l).

To see that this is a smooth map, consider the fact that yv is a solution to the
set of differential equations

+ ±1(t)th(t)r,(x(t)) = 0,

with initial conditions yv(O) = p and y(O) = V. It is known from the theory of
ordinary differential equations that, with -y being smooth, the set of differential
equations has a solution that depends smoothly on the intial data. In particular,
the solution -y depends smoothly on y(t) = V Hence, the mapping exp : — M
is a smooth mapping.

The naturality of the Riemannian connection and uniqueness of geodesics trans-
late into the following important naturality property of the exponential map:

Proposition (Naturality of the Exponential Map)
Suppose that : (M,g) —* (M,) is an isometry. Then, for any p 6 M, the
following diagram commutes:

TM T()AiI

exp
j j exp)

M

Proof
By hypothesis, is an isometry so we can use the naturality of the Rieman-
man connection. So on the one hand we have (exp V) = (exp y(0)) =

= ( o By the previous proposition we know that this
defines a geodesic with starting point y(O)) = q5(p) and initial vector cbV in
M. Going around the other way we have exp()(SV), which by the definition
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also defines a geodesic with starting point 4(p) and initial vector ,bV in M.
By uniqueness, we conclude that these geodesics are the same and hence the
diagram commutes. 0.

8.1 The connection matrix
Let V be a a linear connection on a Riemannian manifold (M,g). Then V is
compatible with g if and only if the connection 1-forms with respect to any
local frame {E3} satisfy

k k ,g,kW1 + f)ik( = (L9ij.

A linear connection V is called compatible viith g if it satisfies the following
product rule for all vector fields X, Y, Z

Vx(Y,Z)=(VxY,Z)+(Y,VxZ).

Unfolding the definitions, we see

Vx (1', Z) = Vx (g13Y1Z) = X (g1Y'Z)

= Y'Z'X(g,) +g;jX(YtZ3).

On the other hand,

(VxY, Z) = gXY2Z' + gjjw(X)YIcZ1,

'and similarly
(Y, VxZ) = gY'XZ' + gjykZi(X).

After renaming some of the dummy indices, we get, using that the connection
satisfies the product rule and cancelling of some terms,

Y'Z'Xg1 = 9ikY2Z3W(X) + gkjYtZ3w(X),

from which we obtain

Xg, = dg13(X) = gk(X) + 9kj(L(X),

hence
k Icugjj = 91kW3 + gk,W1.

Reading this proof bottom upwards yields the proof in the other direction.

We conclude that the matrix w? of connection 1-forms for the Riemannian con-
nection with respect to any local orthonormal frame is skewsymmetric. 0
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8.2 Surface of revolution
Let M C R3 be a surface of revolution, parametrized by

= (a(t)cosO,a(t)sinG,b(t)),

where -y(t) = (a(t), b(t)), t I is a smooth injective curve in the xz-plane and
suppose furthermore that a(t) > 0 and 'y(t) 0 for all t E I. Furthermore,
we assume the y to be unit speed. The surface of revolution is obtained by
revolving the image of 'y about the z-axis.

The induced metric is the Eudidean metric in R3, restricted to vectors tangent
to the surface, i.e.

g = gIM = (dx)2 + (dy)2 + (dz)2 = (d(a(t) cos + (d(a(t) sin 9))2 + (d(b(t)))2,

= (à(t) cos Cdt — a(t) sin OdO)2 + (à2(t) sin Cdt + a2(t) cos OdO)2 + (b2(t)dt)2,

which gives

g = (à2(t) + b2(t))dt2 + a2(t)d02 = ft2 + a2(t)d92,

because is unit speed. So in (0, t) coordinates, the matrix gj3 is given by
1 a(t) 0 ( 1/a2(t) 0 \

gjj = o i )
with inverse g = o 1 )
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Computing the Christoffel symbols gives T1 = à(t)a(t) and r1 = all the
others are zero.

The geodesics are the solutions to this set of ordinary differential equations,

1k(t) + ±'(t)i(t)r(x(t)) = 0.

Now, setting (x', x2) = (Oo, t), this curve satisfies the geodesic equation and
hence is a geodesic. These curves are called "meridians" on M.

We can also determine when a "latitude circle" {t = to) is a geodesic. For this,
we set -y(O) = (9, to). Applying this to the geodesic equation gives the condition
à(to) = 0. For instance, in the case of the unit sphere (as an example of a surface
of revolution), we have (x, y, z) = (cost cos 9, cost sin 9, sin t) so a(t) = cost and
thus à(t) = —sint = 0 gives t = 0, and this is seen to be the great circle in the
xy-plane, consistent with the fact that great circles are geodesics on the sphere.
0

An orthonormal basis {E,} for TM gives an isomorphism E : R' —* TM by
E(x', ..., x) = x'E,. If U is a normal neighborhood of p, we can combine this
isomorphism with the exponential map to get a coordinate chart

:= E oexp;' U — R.

Any such coordinates are called (Rietnannian) normal coordinates centered at
p. It can be shown, futhermore, that (exp) = Id. In any normal coordinate
chart centered at p, define the radial distance function r by

1/2

r(x) = (>(xI)2)

and the unit radial vector field by

O 00r r Ox'

In Eucidean space, r(x) is the distance to the origin, and is the unit vector
field tangent to straight lines through the origin.
If 0 is such that exp is a diffeomorphism on the ball BE(O) C T,,M (where
the radius of the norm is measured with respect to the norm defined by g), then
the image set exp(B(0)) is called a geodesic ball in M.

Proposition (Properties of Normal Coordinates)

Let (U, (x')) be any coordinate chart centered at p.
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1. For any V = V'OI TM, the geodesic 'yv starting at p with initial
velocity vector V is represented in normal coordinates by the radial line
segment

yv(t) = (tV',...,tV').

2. The coordinates of p are (0,.. .,0).

3. The components of the metric at p are gj3 =

4. Any Euclidean ball {xlr(x) e} contained in U is a geodesic ball in M.

5. At any point q E U — p, is the velocity vector of the unit speed geodesic
from p to q, and therefore has unit length with respect to g.

6. The first partial derivatives of g, and the Christoffel symbols vanish at p.

Proof

(1) Because (exp) = Id, we have that O = (exp)E1 = E TM . By
definition, exp(V) = -yv(l), where V = 'y(O) and yv(t) = exp(tV). It follows

= E' o exp' (exp(tV)) = E' (tv_)
but also

E' (E(x',...,x)) = E'(xE) = E' (t).
And thus tV' = x'(t), and we have that yv(t) = (tV', ...,tV')
(2)Because.yv(O)=p,wehavethatp=(O,...,O).
(3) Because at p we have that O = E1, so g = (, ) = 5,,.
(4) U is a normal coordinate chart centered at p and the radial distance between
p and any point in the chart is given by r(x). The Eudidean ball {x Ir(x) <e},
(B(p)), contained in U is the image set of exp(B(O)), where exp(Bs(O)) E
TM and V19 = e, i.e. B€(p) is a geodesic ball in M.
(5) By definition is the unit vector field tangent to straight lines through
the origin. Since the geodesics through p (the origin in normal coordinates) are
straight lines, is everywhere tangent to the unit speed geodesics through p.
(6) The components of'yv are given by z'(t) = tV'. In general V 0. Because
rv, is a geodesic, it solves the geodesic equation, i.e.

•k(t) + *(t)±'(t)r,(x(t)) = 0.

But x'(t) = tVt and thus th'(t) = 0 for every i, and in general i(t) 0, we have
that r, 0 at p. Furthermore, it can be shown that the Christoffel symbols
and the gjj satisfy the relation rg1 +rg1, = akg,. From this we see, because
the Christoffel symbols are all zero at p, that the partial derivates of g3 vanish
at p. 0
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9 Geodesics and Distance
9.1 Lengths of Curves
If -y: [a, b] —, M is a curve segment, we define the length of -y to be

b

L(y) := f Vyldt, (48)

where means the norm with respect to the metric g. The key feature
of the length of a curve is that it is independent of the parametrization. A
reparametrization of -y is of the form ' = -y o qS, where : [c, d] —' [a, b] is a
smooth map with smooth inverse. First

F5"(t)I = ( o qb)'(t)I = Iv'(s)I4(t),

where we denote s(t) = (t) and so ds = (t)dt. Now it is seen that

L()
= fd

I'(t)Idt
= jd

(yo)'(t)dt
= fd

-y'(s)I(t)dt
= f '(s)ds = L(y).

We have assumed that the reparametrization is orientation-preserving, in the
case the orientation is reversed, one would have to add a minus sign on the right
hand side.
A continuous map y: [a, b] — M is called a piecewise regular curve segment if
there exists a finite subdivision a a0 (a1 I ... = b such that YIIa._i,a1 S
a regular curve for i = 1, ..., k. A piecewise regular curve segment is also called
admissible. If y: [a, b] — M is a regular curve, and f E C°°[a, b], we define the
integral off with respect to arc length by,

f fb

J
fds

= J f(t)I'y(t)Idt. (49)
a

As in the previous case, this integral is independent of its parametrization.
Suppose 4: [c,d] —* [a,b]. Denote A = 4(t), dA = (t)dt. Then

J fds = f f(t)I(y o )'(t)Idt
= f f(t)I('y)'()I(t)dtI] (c,d]

= f f(A)-y'(A)dA = ffds.
(a,b) -y

Again, in the case of an orientation-reversing reparametrization, we need to add
an extra minus sign on the right hand side.
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9.2 Geodesics and Minimizing Curves
An admissible curve -y in a Riemannian manifold is said to be minimizing if
L('-y) <L(5') for any other admissible curve 5' with the same endpoints. Hence
a curve is minimizing if and only if L(-y) is the distance between its endpionts.

An admissible family of curves is a continuous map I' : (—e, e) x [a, b] — M
that is smooth on each rectangle of the form (—€, e) x [a1_i, a1] for the some
subdivision a = a0 ... <ak = b and such that r3(t) := F(s, t) is an admissible
curve for each s E (—E, e). If r is an admissible family, a vector field along r is
a continuous map V: (—e, e) x [a, bJ —' TM. Any admissible family r defines
two collections of curves: the main curves r,(t) = r(s,t) defined on [a, bJ by
setting s =constant. The transverse curves r(t) (s) = I'(s, t) defined on (—€, €)
by setting t = constant. The transverse curves are smooth on (—e, e) for each
t, while the main curves are in general only piecewise regular.

Let us denote OtI'(S, t) = £; O,r(s, t) = r)s It can be shown that the fol-
lowing expression, known as the Symmetry Lemma, holds for every connection,
in particular a Riemannian connection,

D,Or = Dor.
This is a key ingredient in the proof that minimizing curves are geodesics. If
-y: [a, b] — M is an admissible curve, a variation of -y is an admissible family
r such that r0(t) = -y(t) for all t E [a, b]. It is called a proper variation or
fixed-end-point variation if in addition T(a) = '7(a) and ra(b) = 'y(b) for all s.
If r is a variation of 'rny, the variation field of r is the vector field V(t) = OI"(0, t)
along -y. A vector field V along -y is proper if V(a) = V(b) = 0.

Let 'y be any admissible unit speed curve, r a proper variation and V its variation
field, then

-L=0L(r8) =
— jb

(V, D5') dt
— j (V(a1), •)

where 1"y = -y(a), —5'(a) is the" jump" in the tangent vector field 5' at a.

Example Let 'y be a smooth, unit speed curve. We will show that Dt(5'(t)) is
orthogonal to 5'(t) for all t. Furthermore, if r is a proper variation of -y such
that for all s, r5 is a reparametrization of 'y, then L(r,) vanishes.

In general, for every Riemannian conncection, the formula

(DV,W)+(V,DW)

holds. Now take V = W = 5'(t), then we obtain

0 = 2(D5'(t),5'(t)),
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and thus we have that D(t) is orthogonal to y(t).

Suppose that F is a proper variation of y such that for all s, F is a reparametriza-
tion of -y. Because y is smooth and F3 a (smooth) reparametrization, we have
that r5(t) is smooth.

In general, length is independent of the parametrization, which in this case
yields L(7) = L(r3(t)) and so it seen that, because L(7) is independent of s,
L(r3(t)), The first variation vanishes.D

Example Define a connection on R3 by setting

i-'3 _r'l _r'2 _iL12—123—131— ,

i'3 i-'l i-'2 i' 21 — £ 32 — 13 —

and all other Christoffel symbols to be zero. We will show that this connection
is compatible with the Eucidean metric, but not symmetric.

Recall that for the Eucidean metric g(X, Y) = (X, Y) = , X'Y' and by
definition

Vxg(Y,Z) Vx(Y,Z) X((Y,Z))— (VxY,Z) — (Y,VxZ).

Now
Vx(Y, Z) = X((YZ)) X(Y'Z1) + X(Y2Z2) + X(Y3Z3).

Furthermore, writing out the definition of the connection and plugging in the
Christoffel symbols, we obtain

VxY = XYkEk + XiYjr,k,Ek

= (XY' +(X2Y3-X3Y2))E1 +(XY2+(X3Y' -X'Y3))E2+(XY3+(X'Y2-X2Y' ))E3.

A similar expression can be computed for VxZ. These computations yield,
after some manipulation and canceffing of most of the terms,

Vxg(Y,Z) = Vx(Y,Z) O,
for every X, Y, Z and thus Vg 0 what is equivalent to saying that the connec-
tion is compatible with g, the Eucidean metric.

Previously, it has been shown that a connection being symmetric is equiva-
lent to the condition I' = Ft,. Clearly, this condition is not satisfied for our
connection, as such the connection is not symmetric. 0
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10 Curvature
Starting with the question whether al Riemannian metric are locally isomet-
ric, one is led naturally to a definition of the Riemannian curvature tensor as
a measure of the failure of second covariant derivatives to commute. A main
result in this is: a manifold has zero curvature if and only if it is fiat, i.e. locally
isometric to Eucidean space.

If M is a Riemannian manifold, the (Riemann) curvature endomorphism is the
map R: (M) x x(M) x (M) — (M) defined by

R(X, Y)Z = VxVyZ — VyVxZ - VpyjZ (50)

and this defines a (3,1) tensor field. As a tensor field, the curvature endomor-
phism can be written in terms of any local frame with one and three lower
indices. Thus, for example, the curvature endomorphism can be written in
terms of local coordinates (x') as,

where the coefficients are

R(ôk,Ol)Ok = Rjk'O1.

We also define the (Riemann) curvature tensor as the covariant 4-tensor field
Rim = RL obtained from the (3,1)-tensor field R by lowering the last index. Its
action on vector fields is given by

Rm(X, Y, Z, W) = (R(X, Y)Z, W),

and in coordinates is written

Rm = Rjkdx' Ødx ®k ®dx'.

10.1 Cartan's Second Structure Equation
Let V be the Riemannian connection on a Riemannian manifold (M, g) and let
w be its connection 1-forms with respect to a local frame {E1}. Define a matrix
of 2-forms , called the curvature 2-forms, by

= A (51)

By equation (50), we have that

R(Ek,Ej)EI = VEkVEIEi — VEZVEkEi — V(Ek,EZJEI. (52)

Because the Riemannian connection is symmetric, we have [Ek, E1] = VEk E1 —

VE1Ek = (r — r1)E, = 0 and because [Ek,Ej] = c1E, we thus also have
c = 0. Expanding the first term in (52),

VEkVEIEI = VEk (r,E) = Ek (rh) E + I'Lr,EA.
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Similarly, for the second term we obtain,

VEIVEkEi = E1 (r1) EA +

It is seen that

(r1r3 — rr) A = (rqVc) A (r'qs1) — (ri) A (ru')
= —2w Awi',

by symmetry of the indices and the fact that ct A = — A q5k Furthermore,
arA

because Ek (r12) = we have that because

r'A
AT'A A A1 — "1iAk A A1Ii " — ox

and again by antisymmetry,

{Ek (rh) — E1 (r) } A = 2dI' A

On the other hand, we have that

d =d(rc) =dr'A +rd.
But, by equation (37), dq' = —Ck(/)' A, so dcb = 0 because the C;k are. Hence

d' =drA.
Combining these equations we obtain

= A = (VEkVEZEi — VEIVEkEi) ç A

=

= d-wAw.
The equation

(53)

is called Cartan's Second Structure Equation.

11 The Gauss-Bonnet Theorem
The Gauss-Bonnet theorem asserts the quality of two very differently defined
quantities on a compact, orientable Riemannian 2-manifold M: the integral of
the Gaussian curvature, which is determined by the local geometry of M; and
2ir times the Euler characteristic of M, which is a global topological invariant.
Although it applies only in two dimensions, it has provided a model and an
inspriration for innumerable results in higher-dimensional geometry.
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11.1 The Gauss-Bonnet formula
We begin with stating a theorem which expresses the intuitive idea that the
tangent vector of a simple closed curve makes a net rotation through an angle
of exactly 2ir as one traverses the curve counterclockwise. This theorem is im-
portant in proving the Gauss-Bonnet formula.

A curved polygon in the plane is a simple, closed, piecewise smooth, unit speed
curve segment, none of whose interior angles is equal to ±lr, that is the boundary
of a bounded open set � C R2.

If a = a0 < ... < aj, = b is a subdivision of [a,b] such that 'y is smooth on
each [a8_ 1, a1], the points y(a2) are called vertices of 'y, and the curve segments
'TI 10,_i are called its edges. If 'y is parametrized so that at points where 'y is
smooth, 'y is consistent with the induced orientation on 'y = O) in the sense of
Stokes' theorem, we say 'y is positively oriented. Furthermore, define the exte-
rior angle e, at a to be the oriented angle from y(a) to '(at), chosen to be
in the interval [ir, ir].

Theorem (Rotation Angle Theorem)
If'y is a positively oriented curved polygon in the plane, the rotation angle of-y
is exactly 2ir.

A unit speed curve 'y: [a, b] — M is called a curved polygon if'y is the bound-
ary of an open set !l with compact closure, and there is a coordinate chart
containing 'y and 1 under whose image 'y is a curved polygon in the plane. As
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a straightforward consequence of the rotation angle theorem, we have the fol-
lowing lemma.

Lemma If -y is a positively oriented curved polygon in M, the rotation angle of
-y is 2ir.

There is a unique unit normal vector field along the smooth portions of y such
that ('i', N(t)) is an oriented orthonormal basis for T.1M for each t. The signed
curvature lcN (t) at smooth points of 'y is defined to be

KN(t) = (D'y(t),N(t)).

Now the important Gauss-Bonnet formula.

Theorem (The Gauss-Bonnet Formula)
Suppose -y is a curved polygon on an oriented Riemannian 2-manifold (M, g),
and -y is positively oriented as the boundary of an open set f with compact
closure. Then

fKdA+JkN(t)ds+ei=21r. (54)

The following are three easy corolarries of the Gauss-Bonnet formula.

Corollary Angle-Sum Theorem
The sum of the interior angles of a Euclidean triangle is ir.

Proof Because Euclidean space has zero curvature K = 0, and because the
edges of a triangle are straight lines, we have that KN(t) = 0, so the Gauss-
Bonnet formula reduces to

= 2ir.

However, denoting the interior angle 0, it is seen that e = — 0 So =
1(ir—0) = 3s— 0I = 2ir, and thus E° = 7r. 0

Corollary Circumference Theorem
The circumference of a Euclidean circle of radius R is 2irR.

Proof In Eucidean space, K = 0, and because a circle has no vertices, the
Gauss-Bonnet formula reduces to

f N(t)dS =

where -y is the parametrization of the circle with radius R. Now because the
curvature of -y is , and multiplying by R we obtain

Rj ?N(t)dS = Rj ds = fds = 2irR.
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Corollary Total Curvature Theorem Ify: [a, b] — R2 is a unit speed simple
closed curve such that 'y(a) = 'y(b), and N is the inward pointing normal, then

jb
N(t)dt = 2ir.

Proof Again, K = 0 and because 'y is unit speed we have ds = dt. Further-
more, -y has no vertices since it is closed and at the end points the condition
'y(a) = -y(b) is satisfied. This gives the result. 0

Example Geodesic Triangle
A geodesic triangle on a Riemannian 2-manifold (M, g) is a three-sided geodesic
polygon. Suppose M has constant curvature, say K. Because the sides of the
triangle are geodesics, and since every geodesic (by definition) satisfies D'y = 0,
we have that scN(t) = (Dy, N(t)) = 0. As before, 9 = — e,, where O denotes
the interior angle. Then the Gauss-Bonnet formula yields

KjdA+>.E1=KJdA+>)lr-Oi)=21r.

If we write f dA = A, then we see that >, = ir + KA.

In the proof of the Gauss-Bonnet formula, it is shown that KdA = dw, for a
certain w. Since in this case, K is constant, we can divide by K and obtain
dA = dw'. Suppose that M is either the 2-sphere or the hyperbolic plane of
radius R, in both cases the curvature K is constant. Suppose Yi and Y2 are
geodesic triangles with equal interior angles, then since >, = r + KA we
must have that A1 = A2. We see,

Ai=J dA=f diJ=J J,
y(t)

by Stokes' formula. A similar expression holds for A2, so we must have

f W' [ WI.
J1,(t) Jy2(t)

Suppose -y : [a,b] —' M and y2: [c,dJ —, M and suppose q': [a,b] —i [c,d] is an
increasing diffeomorphism, then by diffeomorphism invariance of line integrals,

f 4/
= f w'=J w'=J

71(t) [a,b] 12(t) Ic,dI

= f (2oo)J=f w',
[a,b] [a,bl y2o4(t)
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so we see I ' = f W'
= fy,(t) 12(t) i2o4(t)

Hence is an isometry taking Y2 to yj. In particular, the distances between the
vertices of 'Yl are equal to the corresponding distances between the vertices of
'Y2 And the distance of every point on the edge of 'Y2 is equal to the distance of
the corresponding point to the corresponding vertex. We conclude that, if M
is a manifold with constant curvature then similar triangles, i.e. triangles with
equal interior angles, are congruent triangles. 0

11.2 Triangulation of smooth 2-manifolds
From the Gauss-Bonnet formula, one can relatively easily derive the Gauss-
Bonnet theorem. The link between the local (an open set on a manifold) and
the global (the manifold) results is provided by triangulations, a construction
borrowed from algebraic topology.

If M is a smooth, compact 2-manifold, a smooth triangulation of M is a finite
collection of curved triangles (i.e. three-sided curved polygons), such that the
union of the closed regions bounded by the triangles is M, and the inter-
section of any pair (if not empty) is either a single vertex of each or a single
edge of each. We wifi prove in this section that every smooth compact surface
possesses a smooth triangulation. In fact, it was proved by Tibor Radó in 1925
that every compact topological 2-manifold possesses a triangulation (without
the assumption of smoothness at the edges). If M is a triangulated 2-manifold,
the Euler chararteristic of M with respect to the given triangulation is defined
to be

x(M)=Nv—Ne+Nj,
where N is the number of vertices in the triangulation, Ne is the number of
edges, and N1 is the number of faces (the 111s). It is an important result of al-
gebraic topology that the Euler characteristic is in fact a topological invariant,
and is independent of the choice of the triangulation.

A subset U of a Riemannian manifold M is said to be convex if for each p, q U,
there is a unique (in M) minimizing geodesic from p to q lying entirely in U.
Without proof we state the next two theorems.

Theorem 1 Within any geodesic ball around p M, the radial distance func-
tion r(x) is equal to the Riemannian distance from p to x.

Theorem 2 Given p E M and any neighborhood U of p, there exists a uniformly
normal neighborhood W of p contained in U.

Lemma 3 Every point on a Riemannian manifold has a convex neighbourhood.
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Proof Let p E M be fixed, and let W be a uniformly normal neighbourhood of
p. For e small enough that B2E(p) C W, we define a subset W C TM x R by

W(={(q,V,t)ETMxR:

Define f : W —' R by

f(q, V, t) = d(CXPq(tV),P)2.

Choose normal coordinates centered at p. In these coordinates p = (0, ..., 0).
The exponential mapping expq(tV) is smooth. Let us denote expq(tV) =
There is a unique (radial) geodesic starting at p with intial vector V', such that
this geodesic aims at 7. Without loss of generality, we can assume that at t = t1

iv(ti) = exp(t1V'), for instance by rescaling of V'. Then by theorem 1 and
because the coordinates are chosen to be normal coordinates centered at p,

f(q,V,t) =d(expq(tV),p)2 =d(e7,p)2 = (r(4))2.

Since the radial distance function and the exponential mapping at q are both
smooth, we conclude that f(q,V,t) is smooth. Suppose V1 = (v',...,v'). Then

f(q, V, t) = >2(tv')2 = t2

Hence, at p, 02f/0t2 = 2E1(v)2 > 0. i€ is chosen small enough, then by
continuity of f, 02f/t9t2 > 0 on W. Now suppose ql,q2 E B,(p) and y is a
minimizing geodesic from q to q. Because 02 f/at2 > 0 on W and q and
V are fixed, the graph of f as a function of t is convex. Hence it attains its
maximum at one of the endpoints of -y. Thus d('y(t),p) attains its maximum at
qj or q (or both), suppose qi. Since qj E B(p) and d(7(t),p) <d(qi,p), y lies
entirely in B (p). So for every point p there exists an e > 0 such that B( (p) is
convex and this concludes the proof. 0

Theorem Everj smooth 2-manifold possesses a smooth triangulation.

Proof
First we will show that it is sufficient to show there exist finitely many convex
geodesic polygons whose interior cover M, and each of which lies in a uniformly
convex geodesic ball.
Take an arbitrary convex geodesic polygon. Because it is convex, the geodesic
connecting two vertices lies entirely within the polygon. Take one of the ver-
tices and connect all the other vertices (except for the neighboring vertices) to
this vertex. The geodesics do not intersect, because by hypothesis the convex
geodesic polygon lies in a uniformly convex geodesic ball, and so the exponen-
tial mapping at every point in the ball is a diffeomorphism, in particular at the
point of the base vertex. Hence, it is always possible to triangulate a convex
geodesic polygon. And because every convex geodesic polygon can be triangu-
lated into a finite number of triangles, and the number of geodesic polygons is
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finite, the total number of triangles is finite. To triangulate M, first triangulate
each convex geodesic polygon separately. In general, the geodesic polygons will
overlap and thus, by triangulating each polygon we will obtain a set of trian-
gles together with a set of new (not necessarily convex) geodesic polygons. To
triangulate these polygons, we use induction. Choose the left most vertex on
a certain n-polygon. This vertex always exists and because it is the left most
vertex, the angle between this vertex and the neighboring vertices is smaller
that ir. Again, let us call this left most vertex the base vertex. Then there are
two possibilities:

1. The two neighboring vertices of this base vertex can be connected such
that the entire geodesic connecting the two vertices lies inside the polygon.

2. The two neighboring vertices of this base vertex can not be connected such
that the entire geodesic connecting the two vertices lies inside the polygon.
But then a finite number of vertices lies inside the triangle formed by the
base vertex and the two neighboring vertices. Therefore, we can choose
the vertex that has the largest distance to the line connecting the two
neighboring vertices. Then, the geodesic connecting the base vertex and
the vertex with largest distance to the line can not intersect with any
other edge of the polygon. Thus these two vertices can be connected by a
geodesic.

In both cases, the original n-polygon is reduced to two polygons, each with a
number of vertices less that n. By induction, this gives an algorithm to triangu-
late any polygon, convex or not convex. In summary, to triangulate a manifold
M, the first step is to triangulate the set of convex geodesic polygons that cover
'M separately to obtain a set of triangles and a new set of (in general) non-convex
polygons. The second step is to triangulate the given non-convex polygons, by
the algorithm given above, and obtain a triangulation for the entire manifold M.

We can complete the proof by showing there exist finitely many geodesic poly-
gons which interiors cover M, and each of which lies in a uniformly convex
geodesic ball.
By lemma 3, every point p on the manifold M has a convex neighborhood. So
Vp E M e, such that B(p) is convex. Furthermore, by theorem 2, Vp E M3
such that B€(p) is uniformly normal. Because the manifold M is compact and
BE(p), for arbitrary small e, has positive measure, finitely many of these balls
cover M. We can choose small enough and we can choose a finite number
of points on the manifold (vi, .., va), such that the geodesic balls B3E (v1) are
convex, uniformly normal and the balls cover M.
For each i take the ball 22€(v1). If we take points sufficiently nearby on the
boundary of the ball B2E(v,), then the geodesics connecting the points do not
enter B€(v2). Hence the interior of this polygon contains B€(v1).
Furthermore, this polygon is convex. To see this, consider two points qi, q2
in the polygon. The vertices of this polygon lie on the circle of radius 2€ and
B2E (v2) is convex. Then the geodesic connecting qi and q lies entirely within
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B2 (v1). Suppose otherwise, then the geodesic would intersect an edge of the
polygon at two points. But, because the edge of the polygon is a geodesic itself,
the path between the points q, q is shorter along the edge of the polygon and
hence a geodesic that does not lie entirely within the polygon violates the fact
that every Riemannian geodesic is (locally) minimizing. From this we conclude
that for each i, there exists a convex geodesic polygon B3€(v1) whose interior
contains BE(vl).
We have shown that there exists a finite number of points, (v1, ..., Vk), such that
at each point v1 there exist a convex geodesic polygon which lies in a uniformly
normal convex neighborhood, and these polygons cover M. This concludes the
proof. 0

11.3 Gauss-Gonnet Theorem
Theorem (The Gauss-Bonnet Theorem) If M is triangulated, compact,
oriented, Riemannian 2-manifold, then

JM
KdA = 2ir(M).

Much of the effort in contemporary Riemannian geometry is aimed at gener-
alizing the Gauss-Bonnet theorem and its topological consequences to higher
dimensions. There is a direct generalization of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem that
deserves mention: the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem. This was proved by Hopf
in 1925 for an n-manifold embedded in with the induced metric, and in
1944 by Chern for abstract Riemannian manifolds. The theorem asserts that
on any oriented vector space there exists a basis independent function

P: {4 — tensors with the symmetries of Rm} — R,

called the Pfaffian, such that for any oriented compact even-dimensional Rie-
mannian n-manifold M,

JM
P(Rm)dV = Vol(S')(M).

Here (M) is again the Euler characteristic of M, which can be defined analo-
gously to that of surface and is a topological invariant. The only problem with
this result is that the relationship between the Pfaffian and sectional curvatures
is obscure in higher dimensions, so no one seems to have any idea how to inter-
pret the theorem geometrically! For example, it is not even known whether the
assumption that M has strictly positive sectional curvatures implies (M) > 0.
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